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Effective Discovery Strategies
in Class Action Litigation:
Removal, Stays and Timing

Removal and CAFA
Using discovery to get you where you
want to litigate your case
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Removal and CAFA
>$5M in controversy

CAFA
requirements

≥ 100 class members

Minimal diversity
28 U.S.C.

1332(d)
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Removal and CAFA
Examples
Wilson v. PBI Bank, Inc., 2011 WL 3501815 (W.D. Ky. Aug.
10, 2011)
• Plaintiff sought and obtained discovery regarding
putative class member citizenship
• Class defined as Kentucky residents; defendant Kentucky
citizen
• Discovery showed corporate putative class member was
incorporated in Oklahoma, but no evidence was resident
of Kentucky
• REMAND
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Removal and CAFA
Examples
Keeling v. Esurance Ins. Co., 2011 WL 3030942 (SD Ill. July
25, 2011), rev’d 660 F.3d 273 (7th Cir. 2011)
• Removal based on number of insurance policies; class
defined as IL residents who bought policy with specified
language
• Defendant’s discovery responses showed only 5 putative
class members submitted claims that were denied
• Reversed on appeal
• Injunctive relief – lost profits ($2M)
• Punitive damages w/multiplier of 5 possible ($3M)
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Removal and CAFA
Home State
Exception

State A
Court
≥ 2/3 of putative
class members
Defendant

28 U.S.C.

1332(d)(4)(B)
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Removal and CAFA
Home state discovery
In re Text Messaging Antitrust Litig., 2011 WL 305385 (N.D. Ill. Jan. 21, 2011)
• Survey of random sample of putative class members
• Search of public records for non-responders
• Plaintiffs used results to show home state exception applied
• REMAND

Conard v. Rothman Furniture Stores, Inc., 2010 WL 2835565 (E.D. Mo. July 16,
2010)
• Plaintiff resident of Missouri; defendant removed – two stores in Illinois and
5 stores in Missouri
• Discovery showed > 2/3 putative class members from Missouri
• REMAND
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Removal and CAFA
Discovery in state court can get
you into federal court
“if the case stated by the initial pleading is
not removable, a notice of removal may
be filed within thirty days after receipt by
the defendant, through service or
otherwise, of a copy of an amended
pleading, motion, order or other paper
from which it may first be ascertained that
the case is one which is or has become
removable”
28 U.S.C.

1446(b)
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Removal and CAFA
Yes, you
guessed it . . .

“information relating to the amount in
controversy in . . . responses to discovery
shall be treated as an ‘other paper’”
28 U.S.C.

1446(b)(3)(A)
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Removal and CAFA
But, lifting of one-year filing bar can be a reason
why federal courts will deny jurisdictional discovery
9th Circuit: district court has
discretion whether to authorize
jurisdictional discovery
Abrego Abrego v. Dow Chemical Co.,
443 F.3d 676, 691 (9th Cir. 2006)

11th Circuit: no jurisdictional
discovery
Lowery v. Ala. Power Co., 483 F.3d 1184, 1215-17 (11th
Cir 2007)
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Class Certification Timing
• Old rule: “as soon as practicable” after case is filed
Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c)

• New rule: “at an early practicable time”
Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c) (amended 2003)

• Rationale: gives courts flexibility to determine
earliest time when parties can brief class cert. after
obtaining discovery they need
• Implications: discovery will expand to fill the space
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Discovery Stay

• Federal Rules do not mention discovery stay
• Supreme Court recognized district court’s inherent authority to
stay discovery Landis v. N. Am. Co., 299 U.S. 248, 254-255 (1936)
• Courts generally analyze discovery stay requests under
Rule 26(c) and require showing of good cause
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Discovery Stay

Best chance
• Frivolous claims
• Motion will dispose of
entire case on legal
grounds
• Burdensome discovery
requests pending
• Parties agree

Worst chance
• Well-plead complaint
• Defects could be
corrected
• Limited or no discovery
pending
• Parties disagree
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Questions?
Nancy R. Thomas
Morrison & Foerster LLP
555 West Fifth Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013
(213) 892-5561
nthomas@mofo.com
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EFFECTIVE DISCOVERY
STRATEGIES IN

CLASS ACTION
LITIGATION
Paul J. Lukas
Nichols Kaster
lukas@nka.com
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ORGANIZING AND COORDINATING
PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL
 Herding Cats
 Circumstances Requiring Coordination
 Intentional Co-Counsel
 Mandatory Case Mergers
 Similar Case Coordination

 Special Considerations for Each
 Avoiding Decision Making Chaos
 Information Sharing
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Effective Discovery Strategies
in Class Action Litigation:
Bifurcation and Protecting Witness Statements
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Bifurcation: Certification vs. Merits
• Why bifurcate?
–
–
–
–

Cost savings from limited discovery
Protect privacy of putative class members
Protect privacy of company information
Prevent plaintiff who lacks standing or is not class
member from pursuing a case
– Early disposition based upon summary judgment
or denial of certification
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Distinctions may be easier said in the abstract
• “In many cases, „that „rigorous analysis‟ [of
class certification] will entail some overlap with
the merits of the plaintiff‟s underlying claim.
That cannot be helped.‟”
Ellis v. Costco Wholesale Corp., 657 F.3d 970, 980 (9th Cir. 2011), quoting
Wal-Mart Stores v. Dukes, 131 S.Ct. 2541, 2551 (2011)
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Standing Committee on Rules Position
• Discovery should relate to “the nature of the
issues that will be tried; whether the evidence
on the merits is common to the members of
the proposed class; whether the issues are
susceptible to class-wide proof; and what trial
management problems the case will present.”
In re Hydrogen Peroxide Antitrust Litig., 552 F.3d 305, 319 (3rd Cir. 2009)
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Plaintiff‟s argument
• “Discovery on the merits should not normally
be stayed pending so-called class discovery,
because class discovery is frequently not
distinguishable from merits discovery, and
classwide discovery is often necessary as
circumstantial evidence even when the class is
denied.”
3 Alba Conte & Herbert Newberg, NEWBERG ON CLASS ACTIONS
(4th ed. 2002)
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7.8 at 25
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Defense Position
• “Discovery on the merits of the class claim is
usually deferred until it is certain that the case will
be allowed to proceed as a class action.”
Schwarzer, et al., CAL. PRAC. GUIDE: FED. CIV. PROC. BEFORE TRIAL
(Rutter Group 2011)

10:740

• “Merits” decision for certification is not binding
upon or relevant to the outcome of class claims.
In re New Motor Vehicles Can. Exp. Antitrust Litig., 522 F.3d 6, 20, 24 (1st Cir.
2008)
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Where‟s the answer?
• “[I]t is appropriate to conduct controlled
discovery into the merits, limited to those
aspects relevant to making the certification
decision on an informed basis.”
•

27

Fed. R. Civ. P. 23, advisory committee note, 2003 amendments, subdivision
(c)(1)
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Resolving standing / membership issues
• Is the plaintiff‟s standing or class membership
at issue?
– Bifurcate and limit discovery to standing and
plaintiff‟s membership in the putative class
 First Am. Title Ins. Co. v. Super. Ct. (Sjobring), 146
Cal.App.4th 1564, 1577 (2007)
 Best Buy Stores, L.P. v. Superior Court (Boling), 137 Cal.
App. 4th 772 (2006)
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Balancing conflicting interests
• Balance privacy loss of absent class members
against benefits of discovery
–
–
–
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Starbucks Corp. v. Superior Court (Lords), 194 Cal. App. 4th 820
(2011) (“Precertification class discovery is not a matter of right.”)
Parris v. Super Ct. (Lowe’s H.I.W., Inc.), 109 Cal. App. 4th 285
(2003) (balancing test)
Puerto v. Superior Court (Wild Oats Markets, Inc.), 158 Cal. App.
4th 1242, 1250 (2008) (balancing)
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Who‟s correct?
• Identify issues that must be discovered before
certification, i.e., merits issues directly relevant to
the certification motion
• Identify potential weaknesses in standing or class
membership
• Identify potential privacy issues
• Look for issues that are not relevant to an
individual plaintiff‟s claim, i.e., ruled out unless a
class is certified
30
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CLASS DISCOVERY AND TIMING –
PREPARING THE LEAD PLAINTIFF
 Selection of Named Plaintif f
 Setting for Deposition Preparation
 Location
 Timing
 Length
 Topics for Preparation
 Class Representative Responsibilities
 Key Elements of the Claim
 Key Documents?
 Logistics
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Protecting Your Witness Statements
• Attorney-client privilege:
Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 397 (1981)

• Work product doctrine:
Coito v. Superior Court, 54 Cal.4th 480, 278 P.3d 860, 142 Cal.Rptr.3d
607 (June 25, 2012)
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Attorney-Client Privilege
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

33

communication
made in confidence
between an attorney
and a client
for the purpose of seeking or obtaining legal
advice
www.duanemorris.com

Subject matter test for attorney-client privilege
1) Communication is made for the purpose of giving
or receiving legal advice;
2) The employee who is communicating with the
attorney is doing so at the direction of a superior;
to obtain legal advice for the corporation;
3) The subject matter of the communication is with
the scope of the employee's duties; and
4) The communication is not disseminated beyond
those persons who need to know
34
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Corporate Employee Communications
•
•

Upjohn – court rejected control group requirement
Modified subject matter test; protects communications
with non-control group members if:
i.

Statements are made to in-house or outside counsel
at the direction of corporate superiors;
ii. Concerning matters within the scope of duties;
iii. Regarding information not available from upper-level
management; and
iv. Employees are aware they are being questioned in
order for the corporation to receive legal advice.
35
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Work Product Protection
• Absolute protection for attorney‟s impressions,
conclusions, opinions, legal research or theories
–
–
–

Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495 (1947)
FRCP 26(b)(3)(B)
Cal. Cod Civ. Proc. 2018.030(b)

• Conditional protection for other work product,
including oral and written statements made by
witnesses to a defendant's attorney

36

–

FRCP 26(b)(3)

–

Cal. Cod Civ. Proc.

2018.030(a)
www.duanemorris.com

The Question:
• When is conditional protection lost for
statements taken from independent witnesses
by or under the supervision of counsel?
– Content of statements
– Whether statements were taken at all

37
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CA Judicial Council Form Interrogatory 12.3
12.3 Have YOU OR ANYONE ACTING ON YOUR BEHALF
obtained a written or recorded statement from any individual
concerning the INCIDENT? If so, for each statement state:
a) the name, ADDRESS, and telephone number of the
individual from whom the statement was obtained;
b) the name, ADDRESS, and telephone number of the
individual who obtained the statement;
c) the date the statement was obtained;
d) the name, ADDRESS, and telephone number of each
PERSON who has the original statement or a copy
38
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Underlying principles of Coito ruling
•

“it is essential that a lawyer work with a certain degree of privacy, free
from unnecessary intrusion by opposing parties and their counsel,”

•

were an attorney‟s work product materials freely discoverable,
“[i]nefficiency, unfairness and sharp practices would inevitably
develop” and “the interests of clients and the cause of justice would be
poorly served.”

•

the work product doctrine is intended “to prevent an attorney from
free-riding on the industry and efforts of opposing counsel”

•

attorneys should “prepare their cases thoroughly and … investigate
not only the favorable but the unfavorable aspects of those cases”

39
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Holdings of Coito
• Attorney-directed or conducted interviews
– Absolute protection may result upon showing of
counsel‟s role and content of materials
– Qualified protection for the rest
– But, qualified protection may be overcome

• No protection for “non-derivative materials”
– Identity & location of evidence & witnesses
– Statements not obtained through involvement of
counsel
40
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Coito factors
•
•

•

•
41

Attorney statement of impressions of the witness or
other case issues
Questions asked (or not asked) may provide insight
into the attorney‟s theory of the case or evaluation of
what issues are most (or least) significant
“Lines of inquiry that an attorney chooses to pursue
through follow-up questions may be especially
revealing.” Coito at 495
Selectively determining the specific witnesses to be
interviewed from among the total available
www.duanemorris.com

Discovering who was interviewed
• “in some cases, the very fact that the attorney has
chosen to interview a particular witness may
disclose important tactical or evaluative
information, perhaps especially so in cases
involving a multitude of witnesses” Id. at 495.

• Interviews of all or most of a small number of
witnesses → less protection
• Interviews of limited number culled from much
larger number → more protection
42
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General Principles
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•43

Anticipate jurisdictional differences
Meet as many standards as possible (e.g., control group
and Upjohn factors to establish attorney-client privilege)
Communicate on need-to-know basis
Clearly express that the communication is intended to
evoke legal, not business, advice
Separate legal advice from business advice
Avoid overly broad designations of privilege
Avoid emails to reduce risk of waiver
Identify elements of privilege in meeting minutes
Maximize role of counsel in interviews
www.duanemorris.com

QUESTIONS?

Paul S. Rosenlund
Duane Morris LLP
psrosenlund@duanemorris.com
(415) 957-3178
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CLASS DISCOVERY AND TIMING – THE USE
OF EXPERTS
 Decision to Use An Expert
 Alternatives to Using An Expert
 Dif ferent Types
 Court Ordered Expert (FRCP 706)
 Consulting Expert (FRCP 26(b)(4)(D))
 Testifying Expert (FRCP 26(b)(4)(A))
 Screening Your Expert
 Experts in Mediation
 Expert Materials (FRCP 26(b)(4)(B) and (C))
 Controlling Expert Fees and Expenses
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RULE 23 CLASS CERTIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS
 FRCP 23 (a)
 Numerosity
 Commonality
 Typicality
 Adequacy
 FRCP 23 (b)
 (b)(1) Inconsistent Adjudications
 (b)(2) Injunctive
 (b)(3) Predominance
 Cases Studies:
 Dukes v. Wal-Mart, 131 S.Ct. 2541 (2011)
 Sullivan v. DB Investments, 667 F.3d 273 (3 rd Cir. 2011)
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E-DISCOVERY
FRCP 26(f)(3)(C)
ESI Plans
Preparation with Experts
Scope of Requests
 Technology and Data Depositions
 Full Production v. Sampling
 What to Do when You Get It
 Who Reviewing
 How Reviewing
 How Searched
 How Stored
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Paul J. Lukas
Nichols Kaster
612.256.3205
lukas@nka.com
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